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Introduction:  It has been 45 years since Luna 2
crudely imaged the Moon's farside, yet no comprehen-
sive high resolution image data set exists for the Moon.
Currently, the most complete image collections are
from Clementine, Lunar Orbiter IV, and the Lunar &
Planetary Laboratory. Each of these has strengths and
weaknesses. We review existing image collections and
present information about a new and growing collec-
tion of high-resolution lunar images that is little known
to lunar scientists, but of potential value to them.

Existing Lunar Image Collections: The ideal
collection of lunar images would be of high resolution,
consistent scale and sun angle, and have complete ver-
tical coverage of the lunar surface. No such collection
exists today. Although the Apollo astronauts took
thousands of handheld orbital photos of the Moon, and
the Metric and Panoramic cameras acquired thousands
of additional very high resolution views, all of these
images cover only relatively small areas near the
Apollo flight paths. Metric and Panoramic camera im-
ages - the highest resolution existing for the Moon, are
not available online - which makes them little used.

Consolidated Lunar Atlas. The apex of Earth-based
telescopic atlases of the Moon was the Kuiper et al,
CLA produced using the Lunar & Planetary Lab 61"
reflector. These are the standard for comparison of any
other images. In general, they have medium resolution
(1 km), consistent image scale, large field of view and
multi-phase coverage for every nearside region of the
Moon. For the eastern limb, LPL never obtained good
views with the 61", and used a 1938 Lick image of
lower resolution. No images are included in CLA for
the actual northwestern limb. The LPSI has placed a
digitized version of the CLA online [1].

Lunar Orbiter IV. In 1967 the Lunar Orbiter IV ac-
quired high resolution (90 m) and medium resolution
(500 m) images for much of the lunar near side. All
high res images were taken with a sun angle of about
20 degrees. Unfortunately, light leakages ruined many
of the wide-field images for much of the eastern half of
the nearside, and most of the high-resolution views of
the northeast sector of the Moon - which ironically is
the region with poorest photography in the Kuiper At-
las. If many of the low resolution Orbiter 4 images had
not been ruined by light leakage they could have been
made into an atlas of the Moon which would be the
best in existence. A digital version of these images is
also online at LPSI [1].

Clementine. Undoubtedly the largest collection of
lunar images came from the Clementine orbiter in
1994. It acquired 1.8 million small images at 3 wave-
lengths and 3 resolutions. The entire Moon was
mapped at 1 km resolution. Unfortunately, the orbit of
Clementine resulted in changes in sun angle with lati-
tude - thus at the poles there are very low sun views
and at the equator, full Moon views. The online
Clementine Lunar Image Browser [2] allows rapid
access to the early 1 km mosaics, but image quality is
often poor.

Amateur Astronomer Digital Lunar Imaging:
The widespread application by amateur astronomers of
digital cameras and remarkable image compositing and
enhancing software has resulted in a revolution in lu-
nar and planetary imaging. Using common 8" to 12"
telescopes, amateurs are now routinely producing
digital images of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn that rival
those of the Hubble Space Telescope. Less well known
is that similar excellent images of the Moon are also
being regularly produced. The best of these images
have resolutions of 300-500 m and are better than pre-
vious telescopic views (including the Kuiper Atlas),
and in some instances reveal more than can be seen in
spacecraft imagery.

Imaging techniques. The advent of ccd cameras for
amateur astronomers allowed a few talented observers
to acquire high-resolution lunar images. These images
were often better than film images because the high
efficiency of ccd detectors allowed short exposures
that minimized image deterioration due to atmospheric
turbulence. But the adaptation of very low cost web
cameras to telescopic imaging has led to a larger num-
ber of amateurs producing excellent lunar images.
Webcams are operated in a video mode, taking 5 or
more images per second, for periods of up to a few
minutes. The resulting collection of a 1000 or so snap-
shot images contains many that are degraded by seeing
and a smaller number that are not as seriously affected.
The batch of images is processed by a remarkable free
software package called Registax [3] that automatically
selects the best few dozen or few hundred images and
aligns, stacks and enhances them into a single, low
noise, high resolution image. Because the software is
free and works nearly automatically, a relatively large
number of amateurs are now achieving remarkable
imaging results.
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Petavius, imaged by K.C. Pau with a 10" reflector and
webcam; 50 frames stacked, seeing 4/10.

SE Mare Crisium imaged by K.C. Pau with 10" re-
flector and webcam.

Pitatus imaged by B Daversin with a 24"
Cassegrain telescope and webcam.

Petavius: The Petavius image illustrates that re-
markable results can be obtained even in relatively
poor seeing by the co-addition of only the best frames.
This image reveals that two of the small rilles are asso-
ciated with smooth lava or pyroclastic areas.

SE Crisium: This mosaic of co-added webcam im-
ages is by far the best view of this area by ground-
based telescopes, and is valuable because most Orbiter
IV views of the area are over-exposed.

Pitatus: This may be the most remarkable lunar
image ever obtained from Earth. It shows rilles and
pits that are not clearly visible in Orbiter IV images.

The Future of Earth-Based Lunar Imaging: The
examples demonstrate that amateur astronomers with
modest telescopes, webcams and compositing software
are now achieving lunar images better than any taken
before from the Earth. Two of the samples here were
taken with a 10" telescope and one (Pitatus) with a 24"
telescope at a planetarium. The best resolutions are a
few hundred meters - far better than the Moon-wide
coverage of Clementine and the Kuiper Atlas. And
because of lower sun angles than typical for Lunar
Orbiter IV photography, amateur imaging can reveal
otherwise unknown hills, ridges and rilles. Amateurs
have assets that lead to good images - there are many
of them and they have nearly unlimited observing time.
One of us (CAW) is preparing lists of scientifically
interesting targets for future amateur imaging and wel-
comes requests. Scientists with access to larger tele-
scopes might also want to experiment with webcams
and Registax!
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